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Abstract
This paper provides preliminary evidence that in San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec (SLQZ),
an Otomanguean language of Oaxaca, Mexico, plant taxonomy exhibits a unique
system wherein life-form classes overlap significantly. Though similar findings have
been recorded in other varieties of Zapotec, no comparable ethnobiological
investigation in any Tlacolula Valley languages has yet been carried out. In this
taxonomic system, plant life-form classes are defined by appearance and utility. When
a single variety of plant exhibits more than one of these traits, it is often classified as a
part of each of these groupings, breaking the foundational rules of Linnaean and nonLinnaean taxonomy. The data used in this analysis was collected from corpora created
with the aim of language revitalization as well as from talks with Dr. Felipe H. Lopez,
an Ll speaker of SLQZ. As the scope of these corpora is presently rather limited, the
latter section of the thesis proposes several field work methods which can be used to
more accurately record taxonomic information in SLQZ in the future.

Figure 1. Gya-luzh lgyi-luzh lgya-gyi-lu z h 'Schinus mole'

"I realized that the language was slowly disappearing .. and somehow I needed
to do something. " - Dr. Felipe H. Lopez, discussing why he became involved
in efforts to revitalize SLQZ
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Introduction

Today, speakers of many varieties of Zapotec are voicing concern as the number of people who
use their languages falls and a large corpus of knowledge of the natural world comes under threat
of disappearing. 1 Recently, several communities in the state of Oaxaca, located in southern Mexico,
have begun working on revitalization efforts which they hope will reverse the course of this
ongoing language and knowledge loss. One of these communities is San Lucas Quiavini , a town
of 1,700 people (SEDESOL 2010) situated on the foothills of Quia Bdan, a mountain marking the
southeast border of Oaxaca 's Tlacolula Valley (see Figure 2 below).
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Figure 2. Location of the Tlacolula Valley in the state of
Oaxaca (Perez Baez 2009)
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The Mexican state of Oaxaca is incredibly rich in linguistic (Lillehaugen 2019), cultural,
and natural diversity, which have coexisted in the region for millennia (Gonzalez and Smith 1998).
The loss of linguistic diversity in this and other areas is particularly worrying, as the communities
in which these endangered languages are spoken are the foremost experts on the environmental
landscapes around them, a fact evident in the large lexica of environmental words within their
languages and the systems of taxonomic classification with these lexica (Harrison 2008).
Efforts to record the environmental lexicon of Dizhsa San Luc, or San Lucas Quiavini
Zapotec (SLQZ), as well as the knowledge surrounding it, have not yet done so in a way that
represents the entire taxonomy. Conducted under the direction ofleaders in the community as well
as outside linguists, efforts have been building up a documentation and representation of natural
knowledge in SLQZ. These projects include the Munro and Lopez et al. (1999) print dictionary
and the Talking Dictionary for the language (Lillehaugen et al. 2019: link), an in-development
resource for language revitalization introduced in more detail in §2.2 and §2.3. This thesis is
intended to move this work in a direction that will represent this knowledge in a way that more
accurately reflects the taxonomic structure that the people of San Lucas Quiavini have developed.
There are several factors at play that have produced an incomplete picture of Zapotec taxonomy
in these works , including the prevalence of the Linnaean taxonomic system in Western academia
and current methods of plant name elicitation during recording sessions outside of town. ' Linnaean
taxonomy' and the 'Linnaean name' of an organism are more often called 'scientific taxonomy'
and the 'scientific name' in colloquial English. I prefer to use Linnaean , as this term does not
suggest that any other language's system of biological classification is less scientific than the
predominant Western model.
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Some of the structure of SLQZ taxonomy is inherent in the lexicon, and thus appears
accurately in the Talking Dictionary and the 1999 print dictionary, though much of it can't be
expressed in the dictionary's current format. In the current iteration of the dictionary , each entry
includes a single plant name along with a photo, as would conform with English and Linnaean
taxonomy, though in SLQZ, many plants are labeled flexibly, with multiple possible names.
Furthermore, life-form classes overlap in a way that breaks Berlin's (1992) model of non-Linnaean
taxonomy. By analyzing the lexical structure of plant names in San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec,
comparing them with the structure in other varieties of Zapotec , and discussing these results with
speaker Dr. Felipe H. Lopez, I provide a preliminary description of the plant taxonomy and suggest
ways in which we can work towards more accurate representation in future efforts of recording
natural knowledge in Zapotec. Background information regarding the SLQZ language and current
revitalization projects are discussed in §2, while a background on the prevalent Westem taxonomic
models and a discussion of taxonomy in other Zapotec languages in given in §3. The properties of
SLQZ plant taxonomy are discussed in more detail in §4, while problems with the current method
of taxonomic representation and ways to improve it are discussed further in sections §5 and §6.
An appendix of plant names used in the analysis is provided after the conclusion.
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Background

Zapotec is a large and diverse group of languages located in one of the world's most biodiverse
areas. A long history of interaction with the environments surrounding Zapotec-speaking
communities has led to a typologically unique system of biological classification, which is under
threat of being lost. Though varieties of Zapotec in other branches of the group have seen
significant study of their taxonomic systems (Hunn 1998: San Juan Mixtepec Zapotec, Hunn 2008:
San Juan Ghee Zapotec, Baez et al. 2019: La Ventosa Diidxaza), varieties of Tlacolula Valley
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Zapotec have not yet seen research on this subject. Tlacolula Valley Zapotec , and SLQZ m
particular, do however have a long history of documentation and revitalization work.
2.1

Linguistic Status of San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec
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Fig 3. Zapotec group language tree with detail of Central Zapotec branch , adapted from
Smith Stark (2007) by Broadwell (2014)
Zapotec is a branch of the wider Otomanguean language family and is one of the most widely
spoken groups of indigenous languages in Mexico (Lillehaugen 2019) , with a combined speaking
population of an estimated 440,000 people (Eberhard at al. 2019). The Zapotec language group is
extremely diverse internally, including approximately 50 distinct languages, though this number
is hard to accurately determine (Egland 1978) . Within the Zapotec language group, SLQZ is
located in the Western Valley branch of the Central branch of Core Zapotec (Smith Stark 2007) ,
as shown in Figure 3 above.
In the areas where different varieties of Zapotec are spoken, mutual intelligibility varies
greatly even between neighboring communities, often exhibiting larger differences than that of
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other language continua (Lillehaugen 2019). The communities which have taken part in the
Tlacolula Valley Talking Dictionaries project determined that each community with its distinct
variety of Zapotec would develop its own distinct Talking Dictionary (Harrison et al. 2019). While
their reasoning was not based on linguistic classification, it was based on the idea that both their
communities and their languages are distinct entities (Harrison et al. 2019). Bearing this difficulty
in determining language boundaries in mind, San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec is considered a part of
the Tlacolula Valley Zapotec language (ISO code zab ), along with the varieties spoken in several
nearby towns. A map of Zapotec languages in and around the Tlacolula Valley is given below in
Figure 4.
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Fig 4. Map of approximate Zapotec language continua in the Tlacolula Valley of Oaxaca.
San Lucas Quiavini is marked within the green square, which is in tum located within the
general outline of "Tlacolula Valley Zapotec" (Smith Stark 2003).
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2.2

Endangerment Status of San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec
Levels of endangerment of different varieties of Zapotec differ greatly. Within closely

related varieties of Zapotec, endangerment levels vary greatly at the town level. Very local factors
as well regional factors are strongly at play. While the variety of Zapotec spoken in San Bartolome
Quialana is still learned by almost all children before they start learning Spanish at school,
Tlacolula de Matamoros variety is critically endangered, only spoken by about 100 elderly people
(Lillehaugen 2006). The former is more isolated and able to retain home and community use, while
several factors, including its position as the seat of its district, have brought down the number of
speakers of Zapotec in Tlacolula de Matamoros. San Lucas Quiavini is more similar to Quialana
in terms of endangerment, though its situation is unique. All young people in San Lucas Quiavini
still learn the language, though these numbers are dropping in the immigrant community in Los
Angeles. The population of adult speakers has been split significantly as many of them move to
the United States. This transnational dynamic has been the largest source oflanguage shift in recent
years, as there is still a strong sense of community and a large degree of interaction between the
community abroad and in Oaxaca (Perez Baez 2009). Up until very recently , Zapotec was the sole
language of home and community communication and held a degree of prestige. Virtually
everyone in San Lucas Quiavini is bilingual in Zapotec and Spanish, though the process of
immigration to and return from Los Angeles in the United States has begun a shift in younger
people towards a preference for Spanish (Perez Baez 2009).
Activists in these Zapotec-speaking communities have been fighting language loss and
working towards revitalization for years. They engage in community organizing to develop classes
and workshops in town, and work with local governments to gain support for carrying out various
projects. There have also been joint efforts between speakers and linguists to create resources
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which can be used long into the future for language revitalization. In San Lucas Quiavini, two of
these are Di'csyonaary X:te'n Dii'zh Sah Sann Lu'uc (Munro and Lopez et al. 1999), a SLQZEnglish-Spanish print dictionary, and Cali Chiu? (Munro et al. 2008), a series of textbooks for
teaching SLQZ to an English-speaking audience, both in the diaspora community and otherwise.
Several research papers and dissertations on language shift (Perez Baez 2009), syntax (Lee 1999,
Gallant 1999), and tonogenesis (Uchihara 2016), among other topics, have also been produced.
A distinct concern from language loss, though closely related, is the loss of traditional
domains of knowledge inherent in the language. With the disappearance of a language comes a
''massive disruption of the transfer of traditional knowledge across generations" (Harrison 2008).
Even though language shift began relatively recently in San Lucas Quiavini , specific domains of
knowledge are disappearing more quickly than the language as a whole. The domain of
environmental knowledge, though still important to the community of San Lucas Quiavini at large,
is becoming specialized knowledge. According to Felipe H. Lopez, older community members ,
who in the past spent more time in the mountains behind town, are more likely to hold more
detailed knowledge about the plants in their environment. He claims that the number of people
who continue to deeply engage in plant knowledge is very low, limited almost entirely to the few
remaining experts in traditional medicine. This practice , as well as information regarding the plants
involved, is not being passed on systematically. Instead, the younger generations and most of the
older generations are turning to Western medicine, thereby losing traditional plant knowledge.
This has led the community to an inflection point , wherein if detailed knowledge about the plants
and other organisms in local environment are not recorded , they are likely to be lost. In the face of
this loss, community members have undertaken efforts in tandem with outside linguists with the
goal of recording these domains of knowledge for the purposes of language revitali zation.
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2.3

The Tlacolula Valley Talking Dictionaries Project

In 2006, Dr. K. David Harrison of Swarthmore College began the production of several Talking
Dictionaries for endangered languages through National Geographic's Enduring Voices Project
and the Living Tongues Institute for Endangered Languages (Harrison and Anderson 2006,
Harrison et al. 2019). Since development began, dozens of communities have begun to record their
languages and knowledge into these corpora, including five Zapotec speaking communities in the
Tlacolula Valley, of which SLQZ is one (Lillehaugen et al. 2019).
The Talking Dictionaries represent an effort to utilize the power of the Internet and the
increasing prevalence of cellphones to dispense lexical information and traditional knowledge
more effectively and more accessibly than through a standard print dictionary. In addition to the
'word in target language+ definition' that are included in all print dictionaries and the photos that
are included in picture dictionaries, each entry in the Talking Dictionaries is able to provide an
audio recording of the word which reduces ambiguity or uncertainty about how it is pronounced.
Further context surrounding the definition of the word can be provided through images, videos,
and embedded Tweets. Photographs of example dictionary entries are provided in Figures 5 and 6
below.
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Fig 5. The entry for 'water' in the Talking Dictionary, with an embedded
SLQZ Tweet and audio (represented by the ear)
gya guichzu [gya g11li'cl
iz11]
type of plan t
(Spa nish) tipo de plan ta
listen

Speaker: Felipe H. Lopez

Fig 6. The entry for gya-guich-zu 'a type of plant' in the Talking Dictionary
with accompanying image taken in the community
Images are of particular importance to the recording of words regarding the natural world,
as they help do away with concerns about accurately describing a plant or animal in an entry's
definition in a way that a speaker will be able to understand. Rather than a Linnaean name that
would only be understood by an academic botanist or zoologist reading the dictionary, images are
interpretable by most dictionary users, though there are still challenges in presenting images that
represent all parts of an organism, all life stages, or other dynamic properties. In languages which
map a single organism name to a single type of organism, images are the best way to accurately
represent the meaning behind the word. While they are still useful in Zapotec ' s taxonomic system,
Zapotec does not always exhibit this one-to-one mapping, and therefore must be repres ented
differently in the Talking Dictionaries to accurately represent its classification system.
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The first four Zapotec communities in the Tlacolula Valley to begin revitalization efforts
through the Talking Dictionaries did so through relationships with Dr. Brook Lillehaugen of
Haverford College and her long history of linguistic work and support of activism in the area.
These efforts were each spearheaded by Zapotec activists with a history of work on language
revitalization in their respective varieties. Recently, other communities also worried about the
progression of language loss have come forward to those already working on the Talking
Dictionaries to begin their own revitalization efforts. The communities which have participated in
the Tlacolula Valley Talking Dictionaries project are given in Table 1 below, with links to their
respective dictionaries.

Tlacolula Valley Talkine; Dictionaries
Community
Tlacolula de
Matamoros

I Year

Bee;un
2013

San Lucas Quiavini

2013

San Jeronimo
Tlacochahuaya

2013

Teotitlan del Valle

2013

I Link
httQ://talkingdicti onan:. swarthmore. edu/tlacolula/
(Lillehaugen et al. 2013)
htt12s://talkingdicti onary. swarthmore. edu/ sanlucasguiavini /
(Lillehaugen et al. 2019),
htt12s://talkingdicti onan:. swarthmore. edu/tlacochahuaya /
(Lillehaugen & Garcia Guzman et al., 2019)

htt12s://talkingdicti onary. swarthmore. edu/teotitlan /
(Lillehaugen and Chavez Santiago et al. 2019)
2019
httQS://talkingdicti onary. swarthmore. edu/ guialana/
San Baitolome
Quialana
(Lillehaugen et al. 2019)
Table 1. List of Tlacolula Valley Talking Dictionaries

2.4

Some Notes on Orthography

Where SLQZ words are written in this thesis, the orthography defined in Cali Chiu? (Munro et al.,
2008) is used. This orthography is regular but not phonemic. The distinctions between some fortis
and lenis sonorants, as well as between tone and phonation in vowels, are not represented in this
orthography. Though there is a completely phonemic writing system for SLQZ as defined in
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Di'csyonaary X:te'n Dii'zh Sah Sann Lu'uc (Munro and Lopez et al. 1999), such detailed phonetic
information is not relevant to the work of this thesis. It is possible that more detailed phonetic
information will reveal more about the potential homophony of the shorted forms of gyag 'tree'
and gyia 'flower,' which sound like gyi 'small plant.' This issue is discussed further in §4.1.
Some spelling choices which are quite different from the standardized system in Cali Chiu
is briefly discussed in §5.1. As almost all speakers of SLQZ have never received formal instruction
in writing their language, many speakers make do with using Mexican Spanish conventions to
write in Zapotec. This is the case in Gerardo Lopez' map of Quia Bdan.
Where other varieties of Zapotec are mentioned in this thesis , such as in §2. 5.2, the writing
conventions used are reproduced from the works referenced.
2.5

Taxonomy within the Zapotec Language Group

The classification of plants in Zapotec languages is typologically unique, breaking Berlin's (1992)
claim that a given taxa must belong to only one higher class. Zapotec exhibits flexibility which is
not accounted for in the foundational models of vernacular taxonomy, a fact which Hunn (1999)
claimed necessitates a revision to Berlin's foundational model of taxonomy.
2.5.1

Berlin's Theoretical Taxonomic Model

In his 1992 book Ethnobiological Classification, Brent Berlin proposed the taxonomic model
which he claims the majority of the world ' s languages use. In the standard literature regarding
non-Linnaean taxonomy, Berlin's model is called 'folk taxonomy.' As with using 'Linnaean' as a
replacement of 'scientific' taxonomy, I have chosen to change this language somewhat to further
remove any sense of dichotomy between different language- and culture-specific methods of
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classification. All taxonomic systems are the result of centuries of observation of the natural world,
whether they be in English, SLQZ, or Latin.
Berlin's work is foundational and widely cited by linguists attempting to analyze various
non-Linnaean taxonomies, and it does indeed provide a strong model of the general tendencies of
biological classification across languages. Linnaean taxonomy uses Latin-derived vocabulary to
group organisms based solely on their genetic relationships. This method of classification is useful
in analyzing and describing the genetic history of all life on Earth ; however its structure does not
match that of any of the world's spoken languages. Linnaean classification begins with domains,
which delineate organisms based on the types of cells which make them up. From there, domains
are divided into kingdom-level categories such as plants, animals, and fungi. Subsequent classes
are broken down into smaller and smaller groupings of organisms , with each group containing
more closely genetically related organisms. Categories below the kingdom level, in descending
order based on size, are as follows: phylum, class , order, family, genus, species. Where biological
research has revealed that there is more complexity in the ranking than these classes can account
for, any number of indeterminant "clades" can also be used. A tree for the species Quercus alba
'white oak' is shown below in Figure 7. The classes which correspond closely to English taxonomy
(as well as Berlin's model) are circled in green. This English taxonomy is represented in Figure 9.
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Fig 7. A tree of Quercus alba 'white oak' using Linnaean taxonomy

In Berlin's model, taxonomic systems begin with wide, kingdom-level categories, most
often divided into 'plants' and 'animals.' The kingdom rank is divided into separate, life-form
ranks. These life-form ranks are still rather broad, grouping organisms into categories such as 'tree,'
'fish,' or 'cactus. ' Life-form categories are divided into generics, which refer to smaller groups of
phenotypically related organisms. In the English taxonomic system, 'tree' is divided into
categories such as 'oak' and 'maple.' The narrowest category in Berlin's model is the specific,
which refers to one singular organism. Examples of the specific in English would be 'white oak'
and 'sugar maple.'
The taxonomic systems exist in the minds of speakers of a given language. Where we can
really begin to see how they are organized and how they differ from other systems is in their lexical
representations. Surface forms of specific names most generally follow a system similar to that
used in English, wherein life-form- and kingdom-level specifications are covert. English speakers
know that, in their taxonomy, a 'white oak' is a member of the 'tree' life-form class, and the 'plant'
kingdom, though these ranks are (often) unspoken. Speakers know conceptually which higher
ranks different organism are parts of, as can be confirmed using pile-sorting and other methods
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(Alcantara-Salinas et. al 2013). Languages don't often incorporate those ranks as components of
organism names. What is said aloud in English is most often a binomial composed of the generic
and specific, the latter of which is most often an adjectival or other qualifier (such as 'w hite ')
(Berlin 1992). This turns out to be the most common surfac e form typologically speaking ,
according to Berlin. Berlin's model is exemplified in the following figures, with covert ranks
represented within brackets and often-covert ranks represented within parenthese s.

[Kingdom] >(life-form)> generic> specific
Fig 8. Berlin 's (1992) taxonomic model

(Tree)
Chestnut
(Vine)

[Plant] >(tree)> oak> white

'white oak (tree)'

Fig 9. Berlin's model with English language examp le

Note the differences between Figures 6 and 8. In the former , the Linnaean tree , there is no category
that corresponds to the English concept of 'tree .' This turn s out to be a category of English
taxono my based solely on the appearance of organisms. When genetics and evolutionary history
are the facto rs that determine taxonomic categories, as in the Linnaean system , this category is not
realized. This is just one example which serves to show that in any non-Linnaean system , the
factors that determine the bounds of a taxonomic category will differ from the catego ries used in
Western science . As English differs, so does SLQZ . The unique method of plant classific ation in
SLQZ is discussed from §2.5.2 on .
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A big question that arises from this model of mental taxonomy and its lexical representation
is how to determine which categories in a given language are which. Categories that seem similar
lexically can be deemed either life-forms or generics based on the number of sub-categories which
they contain. Conversely, categories that at first seem too small to be broad life-form classes can
be labeled as such because they follow the lexical structure of other, larger life-form categories.
The challenge is to determine which method results in the most accurate representation of the
salient processes that a speech community utilizes in distinguishing between different categories.
2.5.2

Zapotec Taxonomy

Berlin's model is a typological generalization which often differs from specific taxonomic
classification systems across the world. Zapotec languages in particular have been shown to differ
significantly from this model in several ways.
Firstly, the life-form-level classification of an organism is almost always given in its
surface form , and even the kingdom-level classification is frequently given in the surface forms of
animal names. Hunn (1998) produced a significant sketch of San Juan Mixtepec Zapotec, a
language in the Coatec Zapotec group of the Southern Zapotec branch (Smith Stark 2007), which
is a different branch from SLQZ. In his analysis of biological classification in San Juan Mixtepec
Zapotec, Hunn provides a large corpus of plant and animal names which represent this structure.
In plants, the life-form names in this variety of Zapotec are determined by phenotype and defining
features, such as guiee 'flowers,' or utilitarian potential, such as being used for ncuaan 'medicine.'
As can be seen in the Table 2, the life-form level classification is mandatory in the surface form
of plant names, making this variety of Zapotec a trinomial system.
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Life-form
guiee 'flower'

Generic
guiee-cob 'marigold'

S ecific
guiee-cob-las
'little marigold'
yag 'tree/shrub'
yag-pxu
yag-pxu-las
'glaucous-leaved oak'
'slender glaucousleaved oak'
ncuaan
ncuaan-dzeb
ncuaan-dzeb-guieel
'medicinal plant'
'medicinal plant for
'medicinal plant for
fri ht'
t'
Ill ht fri
Table 2. San Juan Mixtepec plant names exhibiting trinomial pattern
(Hunn 1998)

Table 3 contains every life-form designation attested by Hunn (1998) for plants m San Juan
Mixtepec Zapotec. Hunn claims that there were some cases of ambiguity within these plant names
with regards to which should be considered life-form categories and which should be considered
generics. Rather than just following the trinomial lexical structure of plant names as the
determinant for which part of a name is the life-form class, Hunn decides to designate certain
categories such as bziaa 'beans' as generics due to the fact that they include a much narrower range
of Linnaean diversity. Dab 'agave,' though it contains a similar number of plants, is considered a
life-form class because it contains more Linnaean diversity. Hunn does concede that this is a
problematic methodology, as it relies too strongly on the Western taxonomic model, though he
makes these choices "provisionally," presumably to more rigorously analyze the taxonomy at a
later date (44 ).
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San Juan Mixtepec Zapotec
Life-form classes
ncuaan 'medicinal plant'

guiee 'flower'
dab 'agave'
lbae 'vine'
yag 'tree /shrub'
guizh 'herb'
blag 'leaf'
Table 3. Plant life-form categories in
San Juan Mixtepec Zapotec (Hunn 1998)
Hunn lists many animal names as well, which are remarkable in that they incorporate the kingdomlevel classification into many names, a pattern that is exceedingly rare in the world's languages
according to Berlin (1992). Most often, this classification surfaces as a single bound morpheme
which is wholly integrated into the life-form name of the organism; the word ma 'animal' is
collapsed into an [m-] as in maecw 'dog.' Ma also surfaces as a separate word in the name of some
animals, as in ma-doozher-nr6ob 'large earwig.' This is likely a remnant of a Zapotec classifier
system (Beam de Azcona 2016), which is discussed in more detail in §4.6.
More pressing to my concern about accurately representing the plant taxonomy of SLQZ
are two ofHunn's findings about the way plant classification in San Juan Mixtepec Zapotec works .
First, if a plant has multiple defining features, multiple uses, or changes its appearance with the
changing of the season, its life-form-level classification can change. If a small , herbaceous plant
is also used as medicine, two life-form designations representing each of these traits can be spoken
in the name of the plant. For example, an alternative way to say the above ncuaan-dzeb-guieel
'plant for night fright' ('medicine' life-form class) is guizh-ncuaan-dzeb-guieel 'plant for night
18

fright' ('herb'

and 'medicine'

life-form classes). Hunn also found that life-form level

classifications in plants are flexible. In addition to adding a second life-form designation to a plant
name, it is possible simply for one life-form classification to be swapped out for another. The plant
glossed as 'hummingbird flower' can be referred to as bothguiee-dzing ('flower' life-form class)
or guizh-dzing ('herb' life-form class). Hunn asserts that both names refer to the entire plant, rather
than the one prefixed with guiee- just referring to the flower, though guiee- is more likely to be
used when the plant is ilowering. These lwo findings indicate thal life-form groups in San Juan
Mixtepec Zapotec overlap significantly. Hunn collected a large number of plant names, including
multiple names for individual plants, to produce the following Venn diagram , which shows how
each life-form group overlaps with others.

YAG 'tree/1111'1111
'

Fig 10. Overlap of life-form groupings in San Juan Mixtepec Zapotec
(Hunn 1998)

The above Venn diagram is particularly noteworthy in that it does away with concerns of mapping
life-form classes which overlap onto a standard phylogenetic tree. Though dividing this diagram
into specifics may prove difficult and visually messy, it is likely a satisfactory method of
representing generics as well.
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Other research on biological classification in different varieties of Zapotec has yielded
similar results. Hunn's (2008) book on the natural history of the town of San Juan Ghee gives
many examples of this flexibility in life-form designations of plants in this different variety of
Zapotec, which is also of the Southern branch. Alcantara-Salinas et al. (2016) found a similar
system of overlap in biological groupings in the Zapotec of San Miguel Tiltepec of the Central
branch, to which SLQZ also belongs (Smith Stark 2007). In this case, the groupings are covert.
Rather than being recorded and analyzed in the lexicon, these classes were accessed using the pilesorting method of ethnobiological elicitation. In this variety of Zapotec, birds are grouped into
categories defined by method of flight as well as having a nocturnal/diurnal distinction. AlcantaraSalinas et. al make the claim that insects and other animals which share flight patterns and other
characteristics of birds can also be grouped into these categories, though in this case there is no
lexical representation of these groupings. I discovered these trends in Zapotec biological
classification after returning from a National Science Foundation-funded project to continue work
on four of the Tlacolula Talking Dictionaries with Felipe H. Lopez, Brook Lillehaugen, and K.
David Harrison. Though we had not collected plant names with the idea in mind that we may need
more than one way to say the name to accurately represent the taxonomy, we came back with a
large collection of names stored in the Talking Dictionaries. This collection was large enough that
I could analyze it and discuss it with Felipe H. Lopez to determine if SLQZ shared the taxonomic
flexibility of other varieties of Zapotec , and if so look at how the Talking Dictionaries could better
represent this taxonomic system in the future. From this data, I have found compelling evidence
that there is a unique system of life-form overlap in SLQZ.
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3

Data Collection

Much of the data for this thesis was collected over a four-week period in the summer of 2019. I,
along with eight other students from Haverford, Bryn Mawr, and Swarthmore Colleges, worked
with Lopez, Lillehaugen, and Harrison under the direction of local Zapotec activists to continue
work on four of the Tlacolula Valley Zapotec Talking Dictionaries: Teotitlan del Valle, San
Bartolome Quialana, San Jeronimo Tlacochahuaya, and San Lucas Quiavinf. This work was
funded through National Science Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates (NSFREU) grant no. 1461056. Other data was already in the SLQZ Talking Dictionary, collected during
previous fieldwork in the town. In total, there were 92 plant names which could be analyzed to
investigate how plant classification works in SLQZ.
3.1

A Community-directed Approach

The work done during this period was conducted primarily for the benefit of the Zapotec activists
working to revitalize their endangered languages, though with community permission the students
and researchers on the trip were able to use the data collected for academic purposes. As
revitalization as the communities envisioned it was the primary goal of this work, all decisions
about what domains of knowledg e to record , what orthographies to use, and what information was
appropriate to include in the Talking Dictionaries came from the communities we were working
in. The linguists were there to provide speciali zed knowledge that would assist the activists in
pursing their goals as well as to gain the type of fieldwork experience that NSF-REU grants are
meant to provide. Under this model, all linguistic analyses and research done after the fact are only
possible as a byproduct of work done with the specific goal of language revitalization (Wilkins
1992).
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Enough lexical plant data to conduct this research was gathered because of the fact that
speakers of SLQZ continue to greatly value medicinal and useful plants in their immediate
environments. The decisions on what to record in San Lucas Quiavinf came mostly from Felipe H.
Lopez, who grew up in the town speaking only Zapotec and has been involved in language
preservation and revitalization efforts for more than twenty years. Felipe H. Lopez felt that, due to
the growing specter of language loss, this important domain of knowledge should be preserved
soon in such a way that it can be used towards the revitalization of SLQZ.

3.2

Plant-walk Elicitation Sessions

Lexical and cultural plant data was collected in San Lucas Quiavinf during this period while
conducting three walks in the area immediately surrounding the town and on the slopes of Quia
Bdan , pictured below in Figure 11.

Fig 11. Qui Bdan, the prominent peak aroun d which plant names were collected

This information was provided by Felipe H. Lopez and his uncle, Gerardo Lopez, both of whom
hold extensive knowledge about the plants surrounding town. While on these walks, I and the other
student s present recorded audio of the names of the plants as well as any significant historical,
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medicinal, utilitarian, or ritual information surrounding them. This information was included in
the Talking Dictionary alongside the images and English translations. In addition, we took
photographs of each plant to be uploaded to the Talking Dictionary. The decision of what plants
to record came both from Felipe H. Lopez and Gerardo Lopez and the students, as we saw plants
that the speakers had not yet named but we felt would make positive additions to the Talking
Dictionary.
While m San Lucas Quiavini, we linguists were eliciting plant names without the
knowledge that many Zapotec varieties are flexible in their taxonomic classification. Thus, we did
not ask for multiple names, or whether multiple life-form-level classifications could be applied to
each plant. This lack of knowledge meant that as of yet, the taxonomy of SLQZ is not accurately
represented in the Talking Dictionaries. For almost every plant , we only got one name and one
photograph, which is not enough information to definitively determine whether or not SLQZ
follows the classification patterns of other varieties of Zapotec. Still, by analyzing this data and by
talking more with Felipe H. Lopez, it was possible to suggest that SLQZ does indeed conform to
this flexible system and to determine a method of accurately recording and representing this system
in the future.
4

The Data and Analyses

By pooling together both the data I was personally involved in collecting during the summer of
2019 with previous years ' data from fieldwork in San Lucas Quiavini , I was able to analyze 233
separate plant names to investigate whether or not they shared the flexible classification system of
other varieties of Zapotec. There are cases in the dictionaries of entries which look like plant names
at first glance, such as cwan nax 'fruit ,' though they are in fact noun+ adjective pairs (' cwan [a
plant life-form class] + sweet ' here) and thus were not included. Along with this analysis, I talked
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with Felipe H. Lopez to get a clearer idea of the system in SLQZ. Within this data there is strong
evidence of a system of overlapping life-form classes.
4.1

Life-form Classes

I found six relatively large life-form classes in the data. I am confident that these six are life-form
classes for several reasons. Firstly, each of these categories is very wide in scope. The first lifeform class in Table 4, cwan 'medicinal herb,' is a class determined by utilitarian properties of the
plants; they're all used in traditional medicine. The rest are defined by physical characteristics, all
of which seem to be traits that are broadly shared by a large number of plants in the area. Because
of the wide variety of plants which could be said to have the traits that define each category, the
breadth of these categories is appropriate for that of life-form classes as they are defined by Berlin
(1992).
Not only do these categories have the potential to contain large numbers of plants by nature
of their definitions, they each are shown in the data within the Talking Dictionary and the print
dictionary (Munro and Lopez et al. 1999) to contain a large number of organisms relative to the
total number of plant names collected. For some , such as gyag 'tree /shrub, ' there are a lot more
plants already attested in the Talking Dictionary than for others, such as dub 'agave.' This can be
attributed mainly to the fact that there are only 233 plant names used in this analysis, collected
during relatively short elicitation walks and from other revitalization corpora which I was not
involved in creating. Were we to conduct more detailed plant surveys, we would expect the
numbers ofrecorded plant names in each of these categories to rise.
In Munro and Lopez ' ( 1999) print dictionary, it is shown that the life-form class gyag 'tree'
can be abbreviated as gya-, gyi-, or gye- when bound to another morpheme or part of a longer plant
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name. If this is truly the case, then there are cases of ambiguity in the data between gyag and the
yet undescribed life-form class gyi. Though it may be suggested that these are the same class, the
plants which are contained within them are often quite different phenotypically speaking, with the
former containing large, woody, and tree-like plants while the latter generally contains only small
plants. More concrete evidence that they are distinct is provided in §4.3 where, although the plants
within these groups are generally dissimilar, they are shown to overlap, even in the name of a
single plant. That being said, a more detailed phonetic analysis of these words than was possible
in this thesis may be required to accurately determine their difference in the future. Due to this,
the numbers of gyag and gyi in the following table are merely estimates. Some listed under gyi
may indeed turn out to be gyag after future investigation. This also influenced the number of cases
in which I could claim overlap between gyag and gyi, limiting it to times where I confirmed overlap
with Felipe H. Lopez rather than just citing lexical evidence.
Life-form class

Description

cwan 'medicinal
herb'

This class contains small plants with
slender stems, often used medicinally.

dub 'agave'

This class includes agaves.

12

guich 'thorn'

This class includes plants with thorns,
excluding most cacti.

20

gyaglgyal gyi
'tree/shrub'

This class includes, large, tall, tree-like
plants.

29

gyi 'small plant'

This class is less clear, but seems to
include mostly smaller plants, most
cacti, and some trees.

60

This class contains plants which are
flowers and plants which flower.
Table 4. SLQZ life-form classes

53

gyia/gye 'flower'
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Number of plant names
containing this class in
dictionaries

14

In addition, though it is a dangerous practice to predict what kind of data will be attested in SLQZ
based on the data available for other varieties of Zapotec, Hunn's (1998) list of plant names shows
very clear similarities to SLQZ and suggests that each of these life-form classes is indeed very
large in San Juan Mixtepec Zapotec. Cwan 'medicinal herb,' dub 'agave,' gyia 'flower' (or a plant
which flowers) and gyag 'tree/shrub' (which is abbreviated as gya or gyi when part of a plant
name) are cognates of ncuaan, dob, guiee, and yag and share approximately the same meanings.
SLQZ gyi 'small plant' could possibly have a similar meaning to San Juan Mixtepec guizh 'herb,'
though the phenotypes and uses of the plants in the SLQZ Talking Dictionary in this class are so
disparate that it's hard to pin down what they are actually grouping. Both I and Felipe H. Lopez
had a hard time deciding what this category could be. Gui ch 'thorn' is clearly a collection of thorny
plants, as every image of a plant in this category has prominent thorns and guich would translate
to 'thorn' in English. Table 5 below provides a clearer comparison of life-form classes in SLQZ
and San Juan Mixtepec Zapotec. Potentially cognate pairs are placed in the same row, and bdag
'leaf' is included because it appears to be a cognate with the San Juan Mixtepec bldg; however my
data are insufficient to claim this as a life-form class in SLQZ.
Comparison of SLQZ and San Juan Mixtepec Life-form Classes
SLQZ
San Juan Mixtepec
I
cwan 'medicinal herb'
ncuaan 'medicinal plant'

dob 'agave '

dub ' agave'
guich 'thorn'
gyag lgyalgyi 'tree /shrub '

yag 'tree /shrub '

gyi 'small plant ' (unclear if cognate)

gu izh 'herb'
gui ee 'flower'

gyialgye 'flower'

lbae 'vine'
bldg 'leaf'

bdag 'leaf'

Table 5. Comparison of SLQZ and San Juan Mixtepec (Hunn 1998) life-forms
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Lastly, all of the life-form classes exhibit the same lexical patterning. They appear as the
head of trinomial specific plant names, or variably as the first or second part of quadrinomials,
which are shown in §4.2 and §4.3 to likely be products of taxonomic flexibility similar to that
exhibited in other varieties of Zapotec.
4.2

Life-form Flexibility and Overlap Attested in the Data

Even though our elicitation methodology was not designed to examine SLQZ's apparent system
of life-form overlap, this system can be found in the lexical data. There are very few examples of
both phenomena, but they are as follows in the Talking Dictionary: a type of plant with purple
flowers is identified by Felipe H. Lopez both as cwan-gye-reb and gyi-gye-reb. The Peruvian
peppertree (Schinus mole2) is identified by Gerardo Lopez as gya-luzh, while it is identified by
Felipe H. Lopez as gyi-luzh. This can possibly be explained away as simply a dialectal difference,
as Munro and Lopez (1999) claim that these are both shortened forms of gyag 'tree;' however,
data in the next section suggest they may have different meanings because both occur in the same
plant name, gya-gyi-luzh. Several life-form heads have shortened forms, which al unfortunately
appear to often be pronounced as gyi-. This makes it more difficult to find examples where the it
is certain that different life-form heads appear in plant names, rather than those names solely being
pronounced in different ways. Still, there is data to suggest overlap that is not affected by these
shortenings. These examples suggest that life-form-level flexibility is active in SLQZ. I also found
two examples of plant names having multiple life-form designations. These are gya-xcwan-beu-

gyats, a tree-like plant with bunches of berries, and gya-guich-zu, a tall leafy plant with thorns.

2

Most Linnaean names were crowd-sauced via iNaturalist:

https://www.inaturalist.org/observations
?nelat= 16.90057278157255 &ne lng=96.33631392 731291&p lace id =any&swlat=16.85 5399330878708&swl ng=96.49964972 748381&user id =nea Ike lso
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There is also evidence of life-form overlap found in Di'csyonaary X:te'n Dii'zh Sah Sann

Lu'uc (Munro and Lopez et al. 1999). There are three examples of plants with multiple life-form
heads: guich-cwan-bat 'a bad-smelling thorny plant used to make medicine effective against the
evil eye,' gyia-xcwan-zuat 'a medicinal plant used for mouth problems,' and gyia-xcwan-nady 'a
plant with stickers used to hang clothes.' One entry in the dictionary provided two possible ways
of saying the plant name, each with a different life-form class as a head: guich-niez or gyi-xnie z 'a
type of (t. o.) thorny plant.' There are also several examples of plants which contain a first lifeform head followed by bdag 'leaf' and then a specific modifier, such as gyi-bdag-muly 'a type of
vine,' however Felipe H. Lopez says that plant names beginning with bdag, such as bdag-mu ly,
only refer to the leaves. Though on the surface this may appear to be evidence of another life-form
class which overlaps, especially since a cognate, blag 'leaf' is seen in Hunn's (1998) data, this is
not the case.
4.3

Life-form Flexibility and Overlap Attested by Felipe H. Lopez

After recording the few instances of taxonomic flexibility and overlap attested in the Talking
Dictionary and the 1999 print dictionary, discussions with Felipe H. Lope z revealed that this
pattern does occur more widely within the SLQZ plant lexicon. During our discussions , I presented
to him several entries of plant names in the dictionaries and asked ifthere was anything else that
these plants could be called aside from what was already recorded. So as not to suggest the types
of answers I expected to hear, I did not mention the ideas I was having about flexibility and overlap
during this section of our discussion. The plants in Table 6 were chosen mostly because they
looked to me as if they could fall under one or more of the wide descriptors that seem to define
SLQZ life-form categories. Most were monomials or binomials without any of the already attested
life-form class heads. One, wbwe-gyad-ncyets 't.o. plant used for making brooms ,' is a trinomial,
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the head of which could possibly be a life-form class or a generic, depending on how we choose
to analyze it. Table 6 lists these plants and any additional ways to name them that Felipe H. Lopez
provided. Tables 7 and 8 contain Felipe H. Lopez' judgements on flexibility in the names of plants
with multiple life-form heads.
Plant name
attested in TD

Additional name(s)
given by Felipe H.
Lopez

Additional information
provided by Felipe H. Lopez

NIA

It's possible that SLQZ speakers
don't consider this a plant.

bgyied 'izote'

NIA

Like dub 'agave,' this class
doesn't take (other) life-form
heads.

bia-sa 't.o. nopal'

gyi-bia-sa

NIA

byol 'century plant
flower'

gyi-byol, gyia-byol

Dub-byol refers to the first shoot
of an agave from where a byol
was removed.

guezh-ro 'large
biznaga'

gyi-guezh-ro

NIA

bzicy 'Psittacanthus
calyculatus'

wbwe-gyad-ncyets
gyi-wbwe-gyad-ncyets
The head of the trinomial, wbwe,
means 'broom.'
't.o. plant used to
make brooms '
Table 6. Flexible names for selected plants from the Talking Dictionary, as attested by
Felipe H. Lopez

Only two of these attested alternate names can be analyzed as evidence toward flexibility of lifeform classes in SLQZ, both for the same plant: byol ' century plant flower. ' Byal is considered a
part of both the flower life-form class, gyia, and the yet undetermined class of small plants , gyi.
Wbwe-gyad-ncyets 'a type of plant used for making brooms, ' can best be described as a trinomial

generic under the life-form class gyi . Though wbwe follows the lexical patterning of other life-
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form classes, its scope is too narrow, and it is a sub-category of gyi rather than a higher-level class
in its own right.
After assessing that these names can be used in addition to what is recorded in the Talking
Dictionary, I presented Felipe H. Lopez with the several examples from §4.3 that I felt supported
the existence oflife-form flexibility in SLQZ. I asked whether he accepted each form as valid, and
whether there were other ways to say these plant names as well. He accepted every form written
in the Talking Dictionary as an acceptable way to name these plants , however , he felt it was
possible that the differences could be attributed to personal knowledge rather than a system present
in the taxonomy. His full comments regarding this are discussed in §4.5. The results of this portion
of the discussion are listed in Tables 7 and 8 below, with photos of the plants from the Talking
Dictionary in Figure 11 after, as most glosses are lacking in depth. There is potential evidence of
overlap exhibited in plants listed across the two dictionaries, rather than just within each. However ,
I have limited discussion of overlap to that found within one source, as the methods of writing
names and elicitation differed between the dictionaries. I made this decision so that my claims can
be confident as possible.
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Plant name(s)
attested in TD

cwan-gye-reb, gyigye-reb 't.o. plant
with purple flowers'
gya-luzh, gyi-luzh
'Schinus mole'
gya-xcwan-beu-gyats
't.o. tree with
bunches of berries'

Additional name(s)
given by Felipe H.
Lopez
cwan-gyi-gye-reb

Additional information
provided by Felipe H. Lopez

gya-gyi-luzh

*gyi-gya-luzh

*gyi-xcwan-gyereb

*gya-beu-gyats

cwan-beu-gyats

gya-guich-zu 'tall
*gya-zu
guich-zu
leafy plant with
thorns'
Table 7. More flexible plant names attested by Felipe H. Lopez - indicates a name
which was accepted by Felipe H. Lopez only after my suggesting it

Plant name(s) attested in print
dictionary

guich-xniez, gyi-xniez 't.o. thorny
plant'

Additional
name(s) given by
Felipe H. Lopez
gyi-guich-xni ez

Additional
information provided
by Felipe H. Lopez
*guich-gyi-xniez

NIA

*cwan-bat, *guichbat, *cwan-guich-bat

gui ch-cwan-bat 'a bad-smelling
thorny plant used to make medicine
effective against the evil eye'
gyia-xcwan-zuat 'a medicinal plant
used for mouth problems '

cwan-zuat

*gyia-zuat , *cwangyia-zuat

gyia-xcwan-nady 't.o. plant with
cwan-nady
*gyia-nady, *cwanstickers used for handing clothes'
zvia- nadv
Table 8. More flexible plant names attested by Felipe H. Lopez
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Fig 12. Plants listed in Table 7. Clockwise from top left: gya-xcwan-beu-gyats lcwan-beu-gyats,
gya-luzhl gyi-luzhl gya-gyi-luzh, gya-guizh-zu lguich-zu, cwan-gyereb lgyi-gyereb

From these data provided by Felipe H. Lopez during our discussions , it seems clear that there is
some level of alternation in the life-form head of plant names in SLQZ. He readily provided
multiple names for the same plant, giving a different life-form classification in each name, while
also providing examples of names which contained two different life-form heads internally. Other
than revealing that life-form category overlap is most likely at play in SLQZ, Felipe H. Lopez'
judgements also reveal some very complex lexical patterning with regards to plants that overlap
in two categories. There are four different types oflife-form class overlap attested in the data thus
far. First are cases of alternating life-form designations , as in gyi-byol and gyia-byol 'century plant
flower.' In these cases, there are two possible life-form heads for the plant which never co-occur
in a name. This is likely evidence of different pronunciation s of one name, where gyia- is
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sometimes simply shortened to gyi-. Felipe H. Lopez claimed directly that the same head cannot
appear twice in a plant name, and this is likely why these heads never co-occur. In this case, byol
can also stand alone. In most cases, I would not expect both of these designations to be removable,
as at least one life-form class is almost always required. Second are cases of combinatory life-form
designations, such as cwan-beu-gyats alternating with gya-xcwan-beu-gyats, 'a type of tree with
bunches of berries.' It should be noted that the alternation from cwan to xcwan 'medicinal plant'
is attested every instance where cwan appears as a second or third life-form class. The marker xis similar to the SLQZ possessive marker, though it is unclear why it would appear before cwan
and not other life-forms. In these cases, there is a life-form head which is not removable from the
plant's name, but which can be supplemented by a secondary life-form designation added to the
beginning of the name. Third are cases of alternating combinatory life form designations , as in
cwan-gyi-gyereb 'a type of plant with purple flowers' which can alternate with either cwan-gyereb or gyi-gye-reb. In these cases, the two life-form classes can both alternate singly and co-occur

within the name of the plant. The third life-form class in the names of this plant, gye-, is a shortened
form of gyia 'flower,' and appears unable to be moved or removed. In the fourth type of overlap,
only one name is accepted, exhibiting no flexibility. These four cases are listed in the below table
as well.
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Three Types of SLQZ Lexical Life-form Overlap
Name
Description
Example
Two different life-form classes gyi-byol, gyia-byol 'century
Alternating
can appear as heads, though not plant flower'*
together.*
A first life-form head is
cwan-beu-gyats, gya-xcwanCombinatory
optional, the second required.
beu-gyats 't.o. tree with
bunches of berries'
Alternating combinatory
Two life-form heads can appear cwan-gye-reb, gyi-gye-reb,
alone or together. Ordering may cwan-gyi-gye-reb 't.o. plant
be strict.
with purple flowers'
Non-flexible
Only one name with life-form
guich-cwan-bat 't.o. badoverlap is accepted.
smelling plant used to make
medicine effective against the
evil eye'
Table 9. Four types oflexical patterning oflife-form overlap in SLQZ. *This is most likely
evidence of gyia- shortening to gyi-.

As can be seen in the above examples, the lexical patterning of plants which fall into
multiple life-form categories is very complex in SLQZ. There is not nearly enough data to clearly
determine what types of mechanisms are at play in SLQZ taxonomy to bring about this patterning,
nor can I accurately state how or why certain life-form heads are optional where others are not;
however, it still appears clear that this overlap is a part of the taxonomy.
4.5

Explanations of Life-form Class Overlap

The evidence available in the both the 1999 print dictionary and the Talking Dictionary strongly
suggests that there is a robust system of overlapping life-form classes in SLQZ. Felipe H. Lopez'
readiness to accept multiple names of the same plant with different life-form classes is further
proof of this, as is his readiness to provide plant names containing multiple life-form classes.
However, he is not sure whether these data are evidence of a complex tendency of SLQZ taxonomy.
Instead, he feels that it's possible that different people in the community learn the names of plants
differently, and this is the reason we see so much variation in the ways to name single plants (p.c.
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Felipe H. Lopez, Oct. 16, 2019). Though data from this and other varieties of Zapotec suggest that
this is not the case, it is a possible explanation for the data we've received. What is truly occurring
will become more evident as the inventory of plant names in SLQZ becomes more
comprehensively recorded. I suggest several ways in which we can get a clearer idea of the "Venn
diagram" of SLQZ plant taxonomy in §5. As of now, I am unable to provide statistics as to how
common overlap is between plants in the language.
4.6

A Note on Classifiers

Beam de Azcona (2016) has discussed the role of classifiers in Zapotec languages , and they may
have some bearing on the analyses of this thesis. Classifiers today are included town names and,
she claims, plant names, such as the word 'tree' at the beginning of the name of a tree. This system
was more robust in the past, as can be seen in colonial Zapotec texts (Cordova, 1578), though
today it is still present mostly in proper names. A classifier head to a plant name would look the
same as a simple life-form head. However, these classifiers are occasionally shared by plants and
objects derived from plants, such as gyigues 't.o. tree' and gyizhily 'chair,' or 'Spanish wooden
object' (Munro and Lopez 1999), as well as wbwe-gyad-ncyets 'plant used to make brooms ' and

wbwe 'broom,' suggesting that there is reason to treat these as classifiers. A system of classifiers
may have been more likely to produce organism names which include life-form- and kingdomlevel heads in their names. It may explain overlap to some degree as well, as Allan (1977) claimed
that Thai nouns can take more than one classifier. Whether or not these life-form heads can be
considered classifiers , the system of overlap seen in SLQZ is remarkable and should be
investigated further.
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5

Proposed Methodology for Future Taxonomic Investigations in SLQZ

Though the corpora from which these data came were produced for language documentation and
revitalization and not for the goal of a comprehensive ethnobotanical description of SLQZ, they
provide strong evidence that SLQZ shares a system of taxonomic overlap similar to that seen in
other varieties of Zapotec. That being said, for a more detailed analysis of SLQZ taxonomy and a
better record of the botanical knowledge of residents of San Lucas Quiavinf, different elicitation
methods are needed.
Previously, elicitation of SLQZ plant names almost always resulted in the recording a
single name for each plant seen and tying that name to botanical knowledge and a photograph of
the plant. There was no goal to record more than one name systematically. This process does result
in an invaluable corpus of information for the purposes of revitalization, but it does not capture
the full structure of plant classification that has been developed in this community over generations.
An improper description of this structure can lead to an incorrect mapping of SLQZ taxonomy

onto the Western model and a loss of the knowledge inherent in the taxonomic structure. There
are several ways in which elicitation can be improved to accurately record this information without
threatening the model of community-led revitalization.
5.1

Standardized Plant Walk Trails

A good method of plant elicitation for the purposes of recording traditional knowledge quickly
and simply is to let speakers choose the path, to follow them, and to listen. This method produced
the 'plants' section of the SLQZ Talking Dictionary that exists today, which for each entry contains
one name, one photograph, an English gloss, and relevant knowledge surrounding the plant. Using
this method, each plant walk takes a different path. This can maximize the variety of plants seen
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across multiple elicitation sessions, but it can limit the depth to which taxonomic structure is
revealed.
Standardized trails can be a supplement to the previous process. They may help determine
whether the patterns discussed in previous sections are the result of a robust taxonomy or simply
differences in individual history regarding plant knowledge. Under this elicitation methodology,
the linguists involved will create trail maps which can be followed with multiple speakers over
multiple elicitation sessions. Subsequent speakers may fill in the gaps where previous speakers
forgot certain plant names and provide important knowledge surrounding the plants that other
speakers may not have been able to provide. Where multiple speakers provide names for the same
plants, we will see to what extent there is variability from speaker to speaker in naming individual
plants. A methodology for determining which speakers accept which names is discussed in §5.3.
A satellite map of these proposed trails, as well as a hand-drawn map of the trails and geological
features of Quia Bdan, are given in Figures 13 and 14 below.

Fig 13. Several standardized trails for plant elicitations, satellite map
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The above satellite can be used in conjunction with the following map, drawn by Gerardo Lopez.
The names of geographical features on the hand-drawn map will likely prove more useful markers
for determining the course of the trail and for recording where plants were seen.
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Fig 14. Several standardized trails for plant elicitations, hand-drawn

map (by Gerardo Lopez) with named geological features

The orange trail follows a path through the farmland on the lower foothills beyond town , while the
red takes a loop around Quia Rual Gui, a small hill said to hold a lake beneath it. The orange trail
is much longer, climbing up the slopes of a minor peak of Quia Edan until reaching the ruined
foundations of the pre-colonial fortr ess town from which the people of San Lucas Quiav ini were
displaced. These three trails are only a small selection of possible paths to standardize, though they
offer varied selections of flora from which to elicit. Yellow sees field of crops such as com and
alfalfa and follows the bamboo-flanked course of a creek. Red sees the slopes of an un-cultivated
hill wh ere more vari ed cacti and thorn trees stand. Both of these trails see a large amount of semiarid plants that grow in the lower parts of the valley. The orange trail climbs up from the valley
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into thick forests containing a large number of plants which do not grow in the area immediately
surrounding town.
5.2

Inventory Interviews

Inventory interviews are a common method of ethnobotanical elicitation. This method is usually
carried out by trained botanists working alongside speakers, though a less thorough inventory can
be created without the presence of academically trained botanists. In this methodology, the plants
are brought to the speakers. Plants are collected from outside town in the hills and forests and
subsequently brought back to town. A speaker or group of speakers can then be asked questions
about plant names and traditional knowledge surrounding the plants (McClatchey 2012). This
method has been very successful in the production of other Talking Dictionaries, such as the
dictionary of the Aneityum language of Vanuatu (Harrison 2015, p.c. K. David Harrison and Sean
Thackurdeen May 2019).
Inventory interviews are most often conducted because they also achieve a common goal
of detailed ethnobotanical surveys: they produce a collection of plants suitable for returning to a
research institution where they can be catalogued. Though this is a very useful practice for
accumulating knowledge surrounding certain Linnaean species and can often result in the
recording of new Linnaean species, the creation of a botanical collection for academic cataloguing
is not an integral part of the inventory interview methodology. Keeping the samples in the
community still achieves the goal ofrecording this knowledge for community use. With sufficient
context such as photographs recorded for the revitalization corpus, community members are likely
to know which plant the knowledge has been attributed to.
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One of the greatest benefits of this methodology is that a large amount of plants can be
discussed with a group of speakers during one elicitation session. It's much easier to gather a group
together to talk about these plants in the center of town than it is to take that group together on an
elicitation walk. This method takes less time for speakers and is more convenient. Like the
standardized trails methodology in §5.1, this methodology can potentially assess whether overlap
in life-form classes is a robust aspect of SLQZ taxonomy or a result of individual differences in
the learning of plant names.
A downside to this methodology is that it is not possible to take certain types of organisms
back to the town. Leaves can be taken from large plants, such as trees, and sections of small plants
can be picked, but certain organisms, such as agaves and cactuses, can only be easily observed in
the field. A workaround to this problem can be to take photographs of the plants which are not
easy to extract and take to town, making the inventory a collection of plant parts and photographs .
This and all methodologies are best used in tandem with others.
5.3

Pile-sorting

Pile-sorting tests have been very successful in past ethnobiological investigations (Lopez et al.
1997; Krause et al. 2010Alcantara-Salinas et al. 2013; Alcantara-Salinas et al. 2016). These tests
are most useful in investigations into higher taxonomic categorization , as they require from the
outset a collection of photographs oflocal organisms and, in some cases, the local names of these
organisms. This is not a process that produces corpora of traditional plant knowledge, but rather a
methodology to be conducted after such collection which can accurately determine the taxonomy
behind these corpora. The most relevant and perhaps the most successful of the above group of
research is the (2013, 2016) study of Alcantara-Salinas et. al in which the researchers determined
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the covert taxonomic groupings of birds in San Miguel Tiltepec Zapotec. Their process is discussed
below, followed by suggested alterations for looking at plant taxonomy in SLQZ.
In these pile-sorting tasks, a group of 20 speakers was brought together in a household
environment reportedly free of distractions. The researchers provided the participants with a series
of 13 x 13 cm cards on which were printed large, color images of birds, each with a unique
numerical identifier. "Participants were [then] asked to sort the cards into piles based on overall
similarity but were not provided with instructions as to what criteria to use." Afterwards, the results
were supplemented with a series of questions to determine what criteria were actually used to
determine the bounds of each grouping. In conducting this pile-sorting test, the researchers found
that birds were grouped into four large categories: nocturnal birds, birds that walk on the ground,
birds that fly in the open sky, and birds that fly [low]. This reveals a great deal about taxonomic
categorization in this variety of Zapotec. The largest taxonomic categories of birds are not
determined by phenotype, but rather behavior. The post-sorting questions reveal even more, in that
speakers attested that non-bird animals can also be grouped in these categories. For example,
butterflies are part of the same group as birds which fly low, and worms are in the same group as
birds which walk on the ground. This is strong evidence that this variety of Zapotec exhibits lifeform overlap , and very similar methodology can be used to more accurately analyze the system of
overlap in SLQZ.
In San Miguel Tiltepec Zapotec, the taxonomic categories revealed were all covert and
unknown prior to this taxonomic investigation. Thus, participants were simply asked at the
beginning to sort a group of bird cards. This is a useful methodology, and one which would
certainly reveal the most salient reasoning behind higher-level SLQZ plant taxonomy as well. If
participants group plants at the same life-form taxonomic level which has been described as
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exhibiting overlap in §4 of this thesis, then there is potential for more life-form classes to be
revealed. Simply conducting more thorough elicitations of SLQZ plant names is also likely to
produce a more comprehensive list of life-form classes. The latter is the better option at the
moment, as a relatively large corpus of plant data is necessary to produce a properly diverse set of
cards with which to conduct any sort of pile-sorting test.
If we are simply looking at producing a Venn diagram of SLQZ plant life-forms as in

Hunn (1998), our process should be slightly different from that of Alcantara-Salinas et. al. Once
we are confident that we have a comprehensive list of SLQZ plant life-form classes , the
methodology is relatively straightforward. A group of speakers will be presented with a group of
cards on which are printed large, color photographs of the plants and numerical identifiers. Since
life-form classes are commonly represented lexically in SLQZ, these will not be included on the
cards. After receiving the cards, rather than being asked to group all of them into unspecified
groups, speakers will be asked which can be placed into named life-forms classes, such as gyia or
gyag, one after another, with the cards all being placed back together between each life-form class.

This should hopefully reveal more fully where and how much each plant life-form class in SLQZ
overlaps with others.
Some follow-up questions to this pile-sorting methodology would be different from those
of Alcantara-Salinas et. al, which were aimed at discovering whether other types of organisms can
be included in th e classes they revealed while talking only of birds. The most important question
in any pile-sorting test of this nature is one that both studies would share. What were the criteria
which speakers used to determine which plants are placed in each category? In the case of SLQZ,
in an investigation of the questions raised in this thesis , we would be asking different questions as
well. These questions would aim to determine the lexical patterning of plants as well as the extent
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to which life-form designations differ between individuals. Where speakers place plants in the
gyag 'tree' category, can all of those plants be referenced with a spoken gya- or gyi- in their names?

Do some speakers consider some ways of naming ungrammatical where others do not? Are the
non-lexical groupings speaker dependent? These are questions that can be more accurately
answered by conducting pile-sorting tests.
5.4

Maintaining the Community-led Approach

Each of these proposed methodologies differs in the amount to which it subverts the communityled structure of the Tlacolula Valley Talking Dictionaries project, but each does make the process
more linguist-centric. None of these methodologies should be conducted without the express
permission of the community, who must be provided with full knowledge of each process '
implications for the project.

6

Representing SLQZ Taxonomy in the Talking Dictionary

My strongest motivation for investigating the taxonomic system of SLQZ is a desire to accurately
and completely record the knowledge that this community has developed over time. As more
traditional knowledge is lost, the possibility of outside influences resulting in an inaccurate
recording of these systems increases. One small step in the accurate recording of this traditional
knowledge is to properly represent SLQZ taxonomy in the Talking Dictionary. While it is the case
that all Talking Dictionaries, and indeed all corpora created with the goal oflanguage revitalization
in mind, should strive to represent the structures of their respective taxonomies in full, the
suggestions in this thesis pertain directly to the SLQZ Talking Dictionary.
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In its current iteration, the SLQZ Talking Dictionary categorizes domains of knowledge in
a dropdown of "semantic categories" (shown in Figure 15 below). Because the interface of the
Talking Dictionary can either be set to English or Spanish, these categories are defined by English
and Spanish words. Botanical knowledge is found under the "plants/plantas" section. However,
there is no term in Zapotec that encompasses all of what English and Spanish speakers would
consider 'plants.' This category is entirely covert, and while it is likely to be a conceptual kingdom
class in SLQZ taxonomy, there is no lexical equivalent. Below this kingdom level, there is no
distinction made in the Talking Dictionary's interface between different life-form classes. There
is lexical evidence for these classes inherent in the names of many plants, but they are not grouped
into visible categories in the dictionary's interface. If a reader of the dictionary were unaware that
SLQZ taxonomy exhibited overlapping life-form classes, this information would be even harder
to glean from the dictionary in its current state. Thus, it would be very useful to the revitalization
effort to make these important taxonomical systems apparent.
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Using the framework available in the current iteration of the Talking Dictionary, a more
accurate representation of SLQZ taxonomy can be achieved by making two small changes. First,
I propose adding a semantic domain for evety life-form class using the un-shortened Zapotec word.
From the present data, these are: cwan, dub, guich, gyag, gyi, and gyia. Each plant can then be
tagged with evety semantic domain it is a part of. There is currently no limit to the number of tags
an entty can be given, so this change will be able to accurately catch the overlap.
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These proposed changes are meant to be an interim solution that takes into account the
limits of the data we currently possess. For the time being, the "plant" semantic domain should be
left in the Talking Dictionary, as we have a few plants without life-form heads to which we cannot
currently assign a life-form semantic domain, such as bgyied ' izote' (which Felipe H. Lopez has
said does not take a head) and bzicy 'Psittacanthus calycultatus' (which may not be considered a
plant in SLQZ) (p.c. Felipe H. Lopez Oct. 2019). It remains to be seen which, if any, life-form
classes many of these plant names fall into, by talking with more people and using the
methodologies in §5 to explore the taxonomy further. I hope that once a more thorough
investigation of SLQZ taxonomy has been carried out, remnants of English and Linnaean
taxonomy can be further minimized in the Talking Dictionary interface.
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7

Conclusion

The analyses presented in this thesis of the corpora of plant names in SLQZ-found

in the in-

development Talking Dictionary and the 1999 print dictionary of the language-suggest

that

SLQZ exhibits the same system of overlapping life-form classes which has been attested in other
varieties of Zapotec. This taxonomic system breaks the rules of Berlin's (1992) theoretical model
of non-Linnaean taxonomy, and is typologically unique in terms of world languages. There is some
limited evidence that a Zapotec system of classifiers, which was much more robust in the past, can
begin to explain the origins of SLQZ 's often trinomial or longer plant names and even the system
of overlap. Speaker comments also suggest that differences in the way individuals learn the names
of plants can have some effect on the appearance that the system of overlap in SLQZ is robust,
though the data suggest that overlap is stronger than these comments assert.
The analyses of this thesis are from a relatively limited set of data, and thus my statements
are preliminary. For future taxonomic work, I suggest several field elicitation methods which can
more accurately explore and describe SLQZ taxonomy, including standardized elicitation trails,
inventory interviews, and pile-sorting tests to determine more clearly the bounds of the life-form
classes and the extent of their overlap.
Lastly, I suggest that small changes to the way that the Talking Dictionaries group plant
names can more accurately represent the SLQZ system of plant taxonomy. These suggestions are
useful as an interim solution, though once more detailed information about SLQZ taxonomy has
been gathered, the Talking Dictionaries should further minimalize the influence of English and
Linnaean taxonomy on the interface.
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Appendix of Plant Names
SLQZ plant names from Talkin2 Dictionary
bdag-muly 't.o. plant'
bgyied 'izote'
btyux 'tomato'
btyux guizh 'tomatillo'
bya 'nopal'
byol, gyi-byol, gyia-byol 'century plant flower'
bzicy 'Psittacanthus calyculatus'
bzya 'beans'
cwan 'alfalfa'
cwan-bady 't.o. Acalypha'
cwan-gye-reb, gyi-gye-reb , cwan-gyi-gye-reb 't.o. plant with purple flowers'
cwan-ady 't.o. flower'
cwan-ze 'Salvia amarassima'
dub 'agave'
dub-bcwel 't.o. agave'
dub-cux 't.o. agave'
dub-saryely 'Agave karwinskii'
dub-blia 't.o. agave'
dub-eu 't.o. agave'
gueb-simarrony 't.o. acahual'
gu-gyi-xtily 'carrizo root '
guich 'thorny plant; thorn'
guich-bled 'thorny bush eaten by goats'
guich-be-lag 'thorny tree eaten by goats'
guich-bily 'cactus-like plant with thorns '
guich-yem 't.o. tree'
guich-iu 'Vachellia pennatula'
guich-u 't.o. thorny tree'
guich-uny 't.o. thorny bush'
guich-uny-las 't.o. thorny bush'
guzh 'Equisetum hyemale'
gya-gues-siu 'eucalyptus tree'
gya-guich-zu, guich-zu 't.o. tree '
gya-baza 'blackberry tree'
gya-bdua 'banana tree'
gya -bo 't.o. oak'
gya- btuch 't.o. coral tree'
gya-gue 't.o. tree'
gy a-guel 't.o. tree'
gya-gues 't.o. tree'
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gya-gues-crioi
gya-gyal
gya-gyal-xnia
gya-gyex-crioi
gya-luzh, gyi-luzh, gya-gyi-luzh
gya-mangw-crioi
gya-moxtas
gya-qui
gya-rziny
gya-teu
gya-xcwan-beu-gyats, cwan-beu-gyats
gya-xi
gyia-btyen-guix
gyia-carnad
gyia-cub
gyia-jerany
gyia-nub
gyia-panumr
gyia-reiny
gyia-rros
gyia-rrue
gyia-susen
gyia-bdag-we
gyia-ben
gyia-muzhyedy
gyia-nuan
gya-rziny
gyia-zhu-bru
gyi-bia
gyi-bia-gyety
gyi-bia-muan
gyi-bia-sa
gyi-bia-ze
gyi-btse
gyi-btse-ri
gyi-btse-zhi
gyi-guats
gyi-gyiny-xcuch
gyi-la-bed
gyi-lan-gyia
gyi-luzh-dany
gyi-wi
gyi-xtily
gyi-zha-guel

't.o. tree'
'ocote'
'red ocote'
'avocado tree'
'Schinus mole'
'mango tree '
'Nicotiana glauca'
't.o. tree'
't.o. tree'
't.o. tree'
't.o. tree'
't.o. tree'
't.o. flower'
'pomegranate tree'
'marigold'
'geranium'
'flor de nubes'
't.o. red flower'
'poinsettia'
'rose'
'basil flower'
't.o. Azcucena'
't.o. flower'
't.o. flower'
'machete flower'
'custard apple tree'
'plant used for fuel for making bricks'
't.o. flower'
'prickly pear'
'nopal tap6n'
't.o. prickly pear'
't.o. prickly pear'
't.o. prickly pear'
'organ-pipe cactus'
't.o. organ-pipe cactus'
't.o. organ-pipe cactus'
'agave shoot'
't.o. pepper'
'mala mujer'
't.o. plant'
't.o. tree related to pepper tree'
'guava tree '
'bamboo'
't.o. plant'
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gyi-zha-morad
luzh-guan
te-crioi
wbwe-qui
wbwe-gyad
wbwe-gyad-ncyets
xbia-gyi-xtily
xcarzi-dad-gual
xtyen-becw

'Melinis repens'
'bull's tongue fem'
't.o. plant
'plant used to make brooms (by women)'
'plant used to make brooms'
'plant used to make brooms'
'central leaf of bamboo shoot'
'plant used to remove splinters'
't.o. plant'

SLQZ plant names from Di'csyonaary X:te'n Dii'zh Sah Sann Lu'uc
cwan, cwan-alfalf 'alfalfa'
cwan-ntiulo 'sensitive plant (withdraws from touch)'f
cwan-tyeny 't.o. plant that has lots of sap'
cwan-xnuazhy 't.o. plant'
cwan-ze-dany 't.o. plant'
cwan-zhiby-crusy 't.o. medicinal plant'
cwan-yas 't.o. plant'
dub 'agave'
dub-bcwel 't.o. agave'
dub-beu 't.o. agave'
dub-blia 't.o. agave'
dub-blyua 't.o. parasitic plant that looks like agave'
dub-cuch 't.o. agave'
dub-cuch-dany 't.o. agave'
dub-lyia 't.o. agave'
dub-neipy 't.o. agave used for making pulque'
dub-niu 't.o. agave with no thorns'
dub-seryely 't.o. agave'
dub-seryely-guix 't.o. wild agave'
dub-xtily 't.o. small, rare agave'
guich-baly 't.o. plant with thorns and yellow flowers'
guich-bap 't.o. plant used for thatch'
guich-be 'mesquite tree'
guich-be-lag 't.o. mesquite'
guich-bily 't.o. cactus with long, thorny branches'
guich-bled 't.o. thorny bush'
guich-buzh 't.o. plant used for thatch'
guich-bzhiu 't.o. thorny bush'
guich-cwan-bat 't.o. bad-smelling plant used to make
medicine effective against the evil eye'
guich-chu t.o. bush'
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guich-zhyem
guich-el
guich-izh
guich-u
guich-uiny
guich-yap
gya-btuch
gya-gueidy
gyag-bel-dub
gyag-mustas
gya-la
gya-mazhyedy
gya-pyen
gya-sabian
gye-gue
gye-much
gyi-bdag-we
gyi-bda-zhung
gyi-bdua
gyi-bdag-muly
gyi-ben
gyi-blap
gyi-brezm
gyi-btse
gyi-btse-deiby
gyi-btse-guich
gyi-btse-ncyets
gyi-btse-xnia
gyi-btse-ri
gyi-btse -zhub
gyi-bya
gyi-bya-gyety
gyi-bya-bruiny-xnia
gyi-bya-sa
gyi-bzhiny
gyi-bzhe
gyi-bzhily
gyi-bzhiu
gyi-ga-mach
gyi-gu es
gyi-gue s-nax
gyi-gues-n y is

't.o.
't.o.
't.o.
't.o.
't.o.
't.o.

plant'
thorny bush'
thorny bush with yellow berries'
thorny tree'
thorny bush'
weed'

't.o. tree'

'ocote pine'
't.o. bush (mezcal worms are found under it)'
't.o. bush '
'huajal, tree on which huaje bean grows'
't.o. plant'
'pine tree'
'savine tree'
't.o. tree whose leaves are fed to goats '
't.o. tree'
't.o. plant whose leaves cause an itchy rash'
't.o. tree'
'banana tree'
't.o. vine'
't.o. tree'
'castor bean tree'
't.o. flowering tree'
'organ pipe cactus'
'saguaro'
't.o. organ pipe cactus with thorns'
'white organ pipe cactus'
'red organ pipe cactus'
't.o. organ pipe cactus'
't.o. organ pipe cactus '
'prickly pear cactus'
't.o. cactus'
't.o. prickly pear cactus with red fruit'
't.o. prickly pear cactus'
't.o. weed '
't.o. tree with a flower used to decorate jugs
in which water is brought to be blessed on
Holy Saturday'
't.o. bamboo '
't.o. plant'
't.o. tree'
't.o. tree'
't.o. tree'
't.o. tree'
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gyi-guets
gyi-gwuats
gyi-gyerb
gyi-ad
gyi-zhya
gyi-zhya-bad
gyi-zhya-gueb
gyi-zhya-gyi-xtily
gyi-zhya-morad
gyi-zhya-zhung
gyi-la-bed

't.o. tree'
'agave stalk'
't.o. weed'
'century plant'
'grass'
'crabgrass; devil grass'
't.o. grass'
't.o. grass that looks like bamboo'
't.o. grass'
't.o. grass'
't.o. tree whose leaves sting and make the
skin itch; malamujer'
gyi-lan 't.o. tree used to make brooms or switches'
gyi-lan-bity 't.o. gyi-lan'
gyi-lan-gug 't.o. gyi-lan '
gyi-lan-xnia 't.o. gyi-lan'
gyi-la-reiny 't.o. bush whose leaves sting and make the
skin itch'
gyi-lda-guidy 't.o. plant (possibly medicinal)'
gyi-mansanyet 'manzanita plant'
gyi-moc 't.o. weed '
gyi-mnix 'chamiso'
gyi-nrazh 'orange tree '
gyi-tseily 't.o. sweet-smelling parasitic plant that looks
like an agave'
gyi-xniez, guich-xniez, gyi-guich-xniez 't.o. thorny plant'
gyi-xtily 'reed; bamboo'
gyi-yal 't.o. tree'
gyi-zhiny 'palm tree'
gyi-wbwe 't.o. plant used to make brooms'
gyi-bwe-ncyets 't.o. plant used to make brooms only by
women'
gyi-bwe-yad 't.o. plant used to make brooms only by
women '
gyi-le 't.o. tree whose bark is used to ferment
tepache'
gyi-luzh 'pirul tree '
gyi-luzh-dany 't.o. plant that causes a rash'
gyi-ta-ria 't.o. small tree burned for fuel during ry ely
gyiu process and brick making '
gyi-xi 't.o. tree'
gyia-ga-bei zh 't.o. flower (like gyia nub but smaller)'
gyia- bdag-zhung 't.o. medical plant'
gyia-bugambily 'bougainvillea'
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gyia-bzilo-gai
gyia-bzilo-gai-ngats
gyia-bzilo-gai-xnia
gyia-bzi
gyia-canton
gyia-crosantem
gyia-cub
gyia-cuch

't.o. bush'
't.o. plant'
't.o. plant'
't.o. squash flower'
't.o. purple flower'
'chrysanthemum'
'flor de muerto; t.o. flowering plant'
't.o. flower; t.o. plant with green fruit with
spiky projections '
gyia-cwan-zuat, cwan-zuat 't.o. medicinal plant used for mouth
problems'
gyia-daly 'dahlia'
gyia-gal-zeny 't.o. flower'
gyia-gai 'zinnia'
gyia-gradyol 'gladiolus'
gyia-la-rzhiny 't.o. plant'
gyia-la-reiny 't.o. flower'
gyia-manzh 't.o. flower'
gyia-membri 't.o. flower'
gyia-myert 't.o. flower'
gyia-nax 't.o. very sweet-smelling plant'
gyia-nanzh 't.o. flower'
gyia-nard 'nardo (t.o. flower)'
gyia-nub 't.o. flower '
gyia-panumr 't.o. red flower'
gyia-perigwiat 't.o. flower'
gyia-peryet 'flor de perriots'
gyia-reiny 'poinsettia '
gyia-ri 't.o. flower'
gyia-rros 'rose'
gyia-rueg 'basil'
gyia-simarony 't.o. plant'
gyia-smien 't.o. very sweet-smelling flower'
gyia-teu 't.o. weed '
gyia-trong 'grapefruit flower'
gyia-tseily 't.o. flower'
gyia-we 't.o. yellow flower'
gyia-wlazh 'cockscomb (t.o. flower) '
gyia-xcwan-beu 't.o. bush'
gyia-xcwan-nady, cwan-nady 't.o. plant with stickers used to hang clothes '
gyia-yu 't.o. flower'
gyia-zhats 't.o. flower'
gyia -rbad 't.o. plant'
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